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Abstract: This paper_observes-the modeling method of the drivers' choice behavior,
which represent the influence of accuracy of travel time information. Firstlv. oreseni
situation of travel time information on inter-city expressways is describeii by the
comparison of the transmitted travel time information and the estimated real travel ti'me of
drivers. It is considered that drivers' knowledge of accuracv of the offered information is
based on the.accuracy ofthe existing information systems. 

- 
Secondly, modeling method

to represent the relationship between-the accuracy of provided informaltion and thE drivers'
route choice behavior is observed. Disaggregite behavioral model which includes the
Qayesian .methodolo_gy is proposed to_ reprds-enithe change of drivers' knowledge of travel
time distribution. This model is applieii to the route ch5ice behavior data basel on stated
preference luyey. . 

Based.on the i6ove analyses, the necessity to ensure the accuracy of
travel time information is discussed

I.INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, due to the progress of information and communication technologies. manv
types of traffic information systems are coming into practical use. It is expectel that such
information systems are influential in driveis' ch6ice behaviors and t6ey prevent the
concentration oftrafiic volume to the specific routes or sDecific peak hours. ' For the road
traffic managers, this is the most impohant effect to construct the various infrastructures
that constitute the information systems.

It is considered that the accuracy of provided traffic information is influential in the effect
of information systems, because it is influential in drivers' choice behaviors. It is
generally believed that high quality information can change the choice behavior of many
drivers and eventually result in th6 reduction of the peaklolume. However, this causd-
ard-effect relationship is not yet well understood. Therefore, it is necessary to see how
the accuracy of information can further influence this relationship.

This paper observes travel time information, which is one of the typical information to
represent the existing situation of traffic congestion offered to the drivers. Travel time is
s{te o-f the most important factors for the drivers to deciding their travel behaviors.
Therefore, travel-time information is one of the information systlms that is well-received
by many drivers in Japan.

Firstly, this paper observes the accuracy of present travel time information svstems in
Japan. It is considered that drivers' kndwledie of accuracv of the offered infoimation is
based on current situation of-accuracy of tt'e provided information systems. In this
section, the present situation of travel time information svstems on inter-Litv exDresswavs
in Japan is described. Then, comparison of the transmltted travel time inlbrniation aid
real travel time of drivers, which aie estimated using vehicle detectors' data identify its
problems on the accuracy.

Secondly, modeling method to represent the relationship between the accuracy of provided
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information and the drivers' route choice behavior is observed.- In this section, it is
'."rtiJ.ia 

if,"i drivers 6i,iiiuti-ii.ffic situations of the routes.they use as travel time

i|$ii"ti,?"il. 
' iff;ir..,T;il c-toiiJ uitraviors depend gn the.i{ o'ivn knowledge of the

l3l:l,l'ffi"9,":'il'J'i"ii.,i'i,?fir:q3fi0fi:x"i:'?,fi3331, :ffll, fisf:"8,lffs",flig;u".i"t ,.thod-oloev i" ,ipiJ*rt-ttie change of diivers' knowledge.of travel.time

aisiriUution caused b-f the inlbrmation. Then, this.model is ap3ltgg to the route cnorce

b;i;;i"; dil bii.a ,i, ,iiti-a pti-i*6'i" su*ei' to discuss the e:fibctiveness of the model'

lill;:-i";;A on i[e-"Uoui*'"iyiir,-tt"-neceisity to ensure the accuracy of travel time

infoririation is discussed.

2. PRESENT SITUATION OF ACCURACY OF TRAVEL TIME INTORMATION
IN JAPAN

2.1. Present Situation of Traffic Information Systems on Inter-City Expressways

Cunentlv in Japan, several types of road traffrc information are provided by road.traffrc

#;;;" lii, iiltJi:l.itv .ipiiii*uvi, especially in areas-having hi-gh traffic demands, like

iffi;? Eil;ri*iv i[i.t*5i; i;kyo anil Nag6ya), Mcishin Expreslway (betrveen-Nagoya

-a foUei and sirile other expr-essways near the Tokyo metropolltan area. vrovloeo

til;;ii" tfi"6., i.iiiirg rii*tionr'of traffrc congestioq -traffr-c.regulations,.accidents,
roid constructions, weather-situations and so on. These intbrmatlon are.provl6eO usmg

;;:b#ffifit,-riiio ui6,ia.asii, ielephones and information centers at service areas.

One of the verv important and useful traffrc informations for many drivers is travel time to

;;;;ril;Jil;.""fiili;,f#;ion pioriaes the calculated trivel time from existing

ii".itiJ" to r"re selected miin interchlnges ahead through the on-board.signs. . At present,

[ransmitted travel time information on inter-city- exPressways ls. calculated uslng me

iiiitr,6d-ies*it"a U"io*.--riivel-time calculated using this-method is called "present

travel time".

On the main line of inter-city expressways' vehicle detectors are installed at I or 2
t iliritei-iri"*"tt. Th;;"i;4".s'"te uted tb measure trafftc volume, average.spged qd
time occuoan"v on .""-h i"ni. D"t" are collected every 5 minutes. To calculate the

iil*itiiiii?iiirv,ir,i t"i.ii""d disiance between the origin and destination is divided into

;;;;;;i;;;d;-.1#6n, in r*f, 
" 

wav ttut eactr section has-a detector and they are divided,at

i["-iiiia"-"i.t io it. poiition of 'next detector. Secondly, with.this configuration, the

averaeeioeed in the r6cent 5 minutes measured by the detector ln the sectlon ls taKen to De

;#';i;.;'-;;;;G';;;;;-"f ;i,;;.hicrei ro' ihat road section. rravel time of each

.&i;; il:;"j;i;i;? H tdiiriding itii tengh of the section b1 tle average speed.

i]ilfi. i-dd;il;il.ifi-.lrii",ptvit. sumriation of travel time of all sections between

the ori[in and destination.

The travel time information calculated using this method is based on real-time trafftc

r'ii""tiJn *r,""-arta is-nrJ pioiittea. Hiwev-er,.dl'e to.the time lag b.gtwge.n da11

processing and vehicles runnin-g on each section, the informatton recelved by the Onvers ls

iro longer-real travel time of the drivers.

2.2. Estimation of the Averagc Real Travel Time for Drivers

Averase real travel time for the drivers cannot be determined exactly, bgcausg the speed of
l"l,ii f.niiG ffi;;;;;;;ri"s itri speeds of all vehicles is t5o diffrcult. The data

;iil;i|-fi i,iriiir" aitiii"ir ie igsriga!9d data within 5 minutes' However, it is

i"iiJiiiJ*a ir,"i *ii"g" ria iii"JiirEi ofdrivers are different from the transmitted travel

;il;'i#;il;tii, "ir-iti 
r"r,iilistrict ana departure time. Because there is a difference

6;;;;; ih; ti.. tt ut auto-oi 
"actr 

iiaion are'collected for the information system and the

actual time drivers pass each section.
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To discuss the present situation of accuracy of the transmitted travel time information, it is

".iiii".v1J "slimate 
real travel time for tlie drivers. tn this paper, the average real travel

time is eitimated using data measured by vehicle deteclors. The method of estlmatlon ls

described below.

Firstlv- same as in the present method, the total road distance between the origin and

airtiriiti* is divided inio sections with corresponding vehicle detectors-. S.econdly,. the

averase runnins speed is determined. lnstead of measuring and averagtng the speerls _m

the re"cent 5 mi-nuies, the speeds that must be measured and averaged are those atter the

u"hi"l"r have passed the dpstream seclions. Thirdly, again the same as in the present

,-;i-fid t-tie tiire to p"ss 6ach section is calculated by-dividing. the section length by
average speed. Lastli, the total travel time is simply the summation of travel tlme ot all
sectio-ns between the origin and destination.

2.3. Summary of Surveying Data

The surveying data are collected by the vehicle detectors installed along.the main line of
Tomei EiprEss*ay. Survey diitrict is . between Tomei-Kawasaki interchange and

Gotemba iriterchan[e, and survey dates are Aug. 12 and 16, 1995.

Tomei Exoresswav is an inter-citV expressway connecting Tokyo and Nagoya. It is one

of the expiesswav-s having the heiviedt trafiic-volume in Japan. Heavy trafftc cong-estion

often ociurs espdcially in-the chosen survey district. One reason is that, since thls.dlstncl
is lnsiae it e f'ono riretropolitan area, to6 much trafftc uses this expressway. Another
riason is that it iiwithin a'mountainous area such that it has many horizontal and vertical
curves and tunnels.

Durinc the survev dates. Auc. 12 and 16. 1995, heavy traffic congestion occurred in this
ai.iiii?. ftrise dates are iuit before and after ihe Buddhist Festival called "Obon". In
fap"r, ."ny people livingin lokyo visit their hometown for this festival, therefore, heavy

trdfiii congedtiod happeni on the inter-city expressways yearly.

2.4. Comparison of the Informed Travel Time and the Estimated Reel Travel Time

In this sectiorl accuracy of the present travel time information on inter-city- expressway are

considered by'compariirg the 'informed" travel time and "estimated" real travel time for
drivers.

Fis.-l shows the transitions of informed travel time and estimated real travel time of the

arflue.s-from Tomei-Kawasaki I.C. to Gotemba I.C. on Aug. 12. Informed travel time is
ialculated bv the Dresent method as shown in Section 2.1. In this figure, three types of
real travel ti'mes for the drivers are estimated. One is the estimated travel time shown in
SeCtion Z.Z. Another one is a travel time when driver uses the fastest lane at all sections.

Third one is a travel time when driver uses the slowest lane at all sections. These travel
times are named "estimated travel time", "fastest travel time" and "slowest travel time"
iesoictGtv in this firure. The differenie of these three travel times means the width of
the'distriUrition of reil travel times for the drivers, which is caused by the drivers' lane
choice behaviors.

Ordinarv inter-citv exDressways have 2 or 3 lanes for one direction and running speed of
the vehicles on eich lane is 6bviously different. Therefore, difference of drivers' lane
Choice behaviors may cause the differ6nce of the trav_el times by the individuals. Actual
drive?s on the inter-iity expressways do not use the fastest or slowestlane-along.all over
the disirict between th6 ori'ein and'destination. Therefore, it is considered that their real
travel times distribute betwden the fastest and slowest travel times shown above.

Of course, each vehicle on the same lane is able to run at the different speed,-especially in
case of fr6e flow. Then the difference of real travel times by the individuals is not only
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caused by their lane choice behavior. However, when traffrc situation becomes congested,
drivers niust run under the influences of the other vehicles on the same lane. Therefore, it
is considered that the vehicles run at the speed almost nearly to the average speed of the
lane they use. Travel time information is efficient when trafftc situation is congested,
because ihe main purpose of its construction is traffrc management to reduce the traffrc jam.
Then it is importani to discuss accuracy of the information when traffrc situation is
coneested. Therefore. it is suitable to consider that drivers' real travel times distribute
betrileen fastest travel time and slowest travel time shown in Fig.-1, to discuss the accuracy
of information systems.
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Fiq.-2 shows the ratio of the difference of the informed travel time to estimated travel time.
bfi" l" in the case that informed travel time is shorter than estimated travel time and

another one is in the case that informed travel time is longer than estimated travel time.

These fisures show that informed travel time and estimated real travel time are different
*t 

"" 
tiifii situation is congested. It is known that the difference between informed

travel time and estimated traGl time may become more than 30 or 40 Yo andit depends- on
iti i."frc situation. Informed travel iime is shorter than estimated travel time when
ione"rtion is becoming heavier, and longer when congestion is b-ecoming shorter. It il
knoivn that this differeince is larger thanlhe difference between fastest or slowest travel
time and estimated travel time.

Such situation of accuracy of the existing travel time information systems may influence
drivers'knowledge of aciuracy of the information systems. It is considered that drivers'
knowledge of the-error level o?the existing informaition systems is more than 30 or 40 Yo

of the reil travel time, in case of heavy triffrc congestion. Therefore, it is.necessary.to
ai*"urt whether the burrent method is sufficient-or not to influence drivers' choice

behavior, as a method of traffrc demand management.

3. MODELING CONCEPT OF THF'. DRIVERS' ROUTE CHOICE BEHAVIOR BY
ACCI]RACY OF TEE INT'ORMATION

From the viewpoint of road trafiic managers, providing road traffrc information is one of
ihe methods df trafrc demand manag6ment. Witti the aim to flatten-out the peak
distribution of traffrc volume, it is necesfary to influence drivers' behaviors, for examples,

r
Prior knowledge of travel time

distribution (P(r))
Posterior knowledge of travel time

distribution (P(r.)

f

Distribution of travel time
information (P(I))

Fig. -3 concept of chanBe of tffi 
llffi'[]itrl;]"9r."""t 

travel time distribution
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route choice or deputure time choice. tn this sectioq &iversl route choice behavior is
observed for the fo'rmulation of the behavioral model. The modeling method to represent
the relationship between the accuracy of provided information and the drivers' choice
behavior is observed.

Now we supDose that drivers evaluate traffrc situations of the routes they use aCilavel time
distributioni. Drivers' route choice behavior depends on their own knowledge of travel
time distribution and it mav chanses caused by th-e travel time information they get before
departure and/or on the wdy. Tf,e concept oichange ofthe drivers' knowledge oftravel
time distribution caused by ihe information is represented as Fig.-3.

This figure shows that drivers' knowledge of travel time distribution changes caused by the
travel t'ime information. Posterior disttbution of travel time depends on both of the prior
distribution and the provided information. The width variables (e.g. standard dwiation)
of the distribution df travel time information are understood as drivers' knowledge to
accuracv of the provided information system. It is considered that drivers' knowledge
deoend bn the rial accuracv of the infdrmation system. If accuracy of the information
svite. is hieh quality. the width of the distributioir becomes small, ahd if accuracy of the
information-syst'em ii iow quality, the width of the distribution becomes large.

In this paper, disaggregate behavioral model is proposed to represent drivers' route choice
behavidr.' fnis rn'6aeiincludes drivers' knowlidg'e of the travel time distribution of each
route and it can change caused by the provided information.

4. SUMMARY OF STATED PREFERENCE DATA

4.1. Summary of the Questionnaire Survey

The data used for the estimation of model parameters are based on the home-based
ouestionnaire survev. which is done at the residential areas in Yokohama and Kawasaki
Citv in Dec. 199i.' In this survev. the drivers' route choice behaviors under the
hyfothetical travel time information are focused. Number of the examinees is 210
p"eisons. Almost all (94 %) examinees are owners of private vehicles, and 42 o/o of
bxaminees drive frequdntly more than four days in one w-eek. 185 samples data can be

used for the estimati6n of ihe model parameters on the fbllowing sections.

In this survev. drivers' route choice behavior from their own house to the central area of
Tokyo is hig'hlighted. Trip distances are almost 20 to 25 kilometers. Three routes are

shown as alTern"atives. "Rbute l" includes Tomei Expressway and Tokyo Metropolitan
Exoresswav- "Route 2" includes Tokvo Metropolitan Expressway and "Route 3" consists
of'ordinary'road only. The main itistricts 6f these tlree rorites con-si.st of inter-city
exoresswav. urban exiresswav and hieh-qualitv national roads. Then vehicles are able to
ruir at higli ipeeds in tase of free flo$. iTow6ver, these routes have high trafftc demands
and heavy trafftc congestion happens many times.

4.2. Setting of the Hypothetical Travel Time Information to the Drivers and Its
Accuracy

Firstly, drivers' ordinary route choices and their knowledge of the travel times are asked.
Thred iypes of drivers' bwn knowledge of the ordinary travel times are Psked, for each of
three rdtites above. One is an ordiniy travel time, aiother one is the shortest travel time
and third one is the longest travel time. These three values are used for the estimation of
the prior knowledge of travel time distribution of the drivers.

Then, hypothetical travel time information is provided to the drivers for each route, and

their roriti choice behaviors under the informition are asked. The values of travel time
information are indicated at random, of course independently to the drivers' prior
knowledge of travel times. These tiavel times are s6t inside- the range between the
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shortest travel time and the longest travel time, which are estimated by the trip distance,

road structure and so on.

In the ouestionnaire sheets, the hwothetical travel time information is represented as "A
min. * B min.". "A" means averabe travel time and "B" means error tO the aYerage- hme'

fh; *idth;f i1;o.io the aui.ageiravel time is defined as the accuracy of travel time

information in this study.

5. ROUTE CHOICE MODEL CONSIDERING THE DRTVERS' RELIABILITY TO
TEEINT'ORMATION

5.1. Modeling of change of Drivers, Knowledge of Average Travel Time

At first, we will consider disaggregate logit model with *ility function that includes the

aiiuiii; reiiabilitv p6"-ei"rr-tl i'he infirmation. In this drodel, to represent 9rivers'
iortJitoi"" behivior, the utility functions of each route before and after providing the

information are defined as followings.

- before providing information :

V- = 9.t- +h(x\ (l)

- after providing information :

v* = 9.lo.l +(r- p).t-\+h(x) Q)

where f is drivers' knowledge to ordinary travel time before providin-g information and I is

ir'6;;d- d;""i ii.". oiiiriUrtio, oi ihe variable r deperids o.n 1!.9 distribution of real

;;;iiil; ;iit eiorte 
"na 

iriJionridered to be dif .ferenf by the individuals based on their
o*" tii"ri"t.ristics. OisiriUution of the variable / is als6 influenced by the real travel

timi aiitriUution. However, it is appropriate to suppose that these two. variables are

indeoendent each other. because informed travel times on the questlonnalre survey are

inaidatea independentlyio the drivers' knowledge of the travel time'

Parameter p means the drivers' reliability to the ravel time information' f pqaqetgf !!
O- driuers ihoose route based on theh orin knowledge only, and if parameter p is l, drivers

"iroose 
route based on informed travel time only. Therefore, if estimated pararneter p.$

larser- it can be considered that drivers' choice behavior is more influenced by the

tiaisriitted travel time information. It is considered that this parameter is different owing

to the accuracy of travel time information'

5.2. Estimetion of the Route Choice Model Based on Stated Preference Suney

In this sectioq the parameters of the route c,hoice model proposed in Section 5.1 are

iJti-iilitffiirffi rtate'ti priference data shown in Section 4. - Ta-ble-l shows the result of
;;iffiii"" 

"f f"ri*it"i" 
of the route choice model. In this model, drivers' reliability to

tdffi;iii.dinformation is assumed different in four steps owing to the accuracy of the

travel time information.

From this estimation result, it is known that drivers' reliability to the travel time
inio*o:tion iJin itre trigtr levels for the case wherein the ratio of error is lower than 20 Yo

;i-;;;;; it-el time. SurtetiaUilitv become low for the case wherein the ratio of error is

lui"i-tiian io "1, Therefore, it is tonsidered that travel time information shou_ld be kept
aciuiate wittr error lower than 20 oZ to influence the drivers' choice behavior. Mor@ver,
ttiir r.iuti Jiio*r it ai ttrJ arivers' reliability to the information becomes highest in case that
the error level is l5 to 20 Yo, not in case it is less than l0 %.
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istance

constant
constant

likelihood ratio
-255.6-**d:i'8i54-
67.78

Comparing this result to the Section 2, it is learned that the present situation ofaccuracy.of
travel time'information is not enough io influence drivers' choice behavior. The necessity
to ensure the accuracy of travel timi information should be highlighted'

6. MODELING OF THE DRIYERS' ROUTE CEOICE BEHAVIOR USING
BAYESIAN METEODOLOGY

6.1. Summary of "Bayes' Theorem"

Bayesian methodology is one of the methods to forecast the. variable fl-which is uncertain
foidecision-maker, riiing some information x about that variable. The characteristic of this
methodology is to exprlss the uncertainty of the variable. as a. subjective probability
distributioi'bf the deciiion-maker. He esiimates an uncertain variable 0by using his all
knowledee on decision-makine situation and recognizes it as a subjective probability
distribution. The subjective -probability distribution c_an change following to. getllng
additional information.' The piobability-distribution before he gets information is called
;'prior distribution" and the frobability distribution after he gets information is called
"posterior distribution".

The mathematical framework of this methodology is represented as followings.

(l) The orior distribution of uncertain variable d is supposed by each decision-maker.' 'The uncertainty is considered as a subjective prbbability distribution and it is
represented as p(q.

(2) It is supDosed that the information r, which is offered to the decision-maker,- is
'-' aistriUutrid as a probability function p(rl9) around the actual value of variable 0. This

distribution p(xl'fl) is undilrstood as'a'tlikelihood" of the information r to the actual
value of variable d

(3) The posterior distribution is a subjective probability distribution of the variable dunder' 'the iondition that decision-mak6r gets' information r. Using the formula of the
conditional probability,

fannual income is more than l0 million yer\ 0 otherwise.
ifdistance to the nearest interchange is irore than 6 kn1 0 otherwise.
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p(O,x)= p(0lx).p(r) (3)
= p(xli).p(0)

the posterior distributionp(4x) is represented as following,

P(0lx)= P(?-,'x)
p(x)

_ p(o).p(e!) (4)

I p(0,x)d0
a

_ p@\. p(o lx\ (d e @)

I P(0)' P(0lx)do

where @is a parameter space of variable d.

This formula (Eq.-4) is called "Bayes' theorem". It can be expressed simply as following
in other words.

Posterior Distribution q Likelihood x Prior Distribution (s)

The imoortant characteristic of this formula is that borh of "prior distribution" and
;;;r#'";';iilrifitd;; ;;- suUjeCtiue probability distributio-ns. bf the decision-maker'

Fffi;;il;r;:i;ii["fi-t6La" ir 
"iro'*Uj."ti've 

distribution of the decision-maker. Of course,

ih#;;';iftt ri^:i'6v-irairiauii--it.refore, even if offered actual information is same

liiiriu'riiJr, iiJ"ril,i'airtiiu"ii"ns of the drivers should be different distributions bv

individuals.

6.2. Representation of Change of the Drivers' Knowledge of Travel Time Distribution
U'iig Bayes' Theorem

In this section. Bayesian methodology is used to represent.change of drivers' k-nowledge of
ffi;i;il;;ilt-.i!"tiiii. 

--Uring 
itE'sayes' theor'em, driversiknowledge of travel.time

distribution after providing information is proportional to the product ot tne orlvers

iil;i;&;'JiiirSf ii." iT.trit"ii* before irroviaing informatioir and the distribution of
;;ilAii;"t-ii.J'irroir"ii"" It is tonsiderEd that .a9culacy..of .the. prov^ided

irio,iitioii-i;;d;&"i;a as i stanaard deviation of the subjective distribution of the

i;i;il;ffi. - 
rrr'eriiori, dfi"rr; knowledge of travel time distribution after providing

iiiit iiii"ii", is obviouslyinfluenced by accuiacy of the provided information'

In this oaper. it is suDposed that drivers' knowledge of travel time distribution before

i?"tliiii,i- fiii.r"ii* irpriii aiiiriuution") is norma'l distribution. Providing travel time
Inforr"tlon ('likelihoodn) is also suppos6d to be normal distribution' Based on these

lrr"tiiiril"".'di"irr;"t""*t.ase orliiiet times distribution after providing information
i.;,55*ti.i6i dGribution") becdmes also normal distribution. In this case., expected value

;'d ;;A;d ii"i"tion.if the posterior distribution is expressed as followings, using those

variables of the prior distributibn and likelihood.

- expected value ofposterior distribution :

* P- 'o" + P' 'o''
P = o\;.n

- standard deviation ofposterior distribution :

(6)

(7)o-2 . ol2

;7.;n
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where,r and o are expected value and standard deviation ofthe "prior distribution", and
i nd d are those of the "likelihood". t md d are expectEd value and staridard
deviation of the "posterior distribution".

6.3. Estimation of the Route Choice Model Using Bayes' Theorem

In this sectioq disaggregate behavioral model which includes change of the drivers'
knowledge of travel time distribution based on the Bayes' theorem is proposed.

The data used for the estimation are shown in Section 4. In this questionnaire survey.
drivers' knowledge of travel times on each route is expressed as "oidinary travel time",
"shortest travel time" and "longest travel time". Drivers' knowledce of travel time
distribution is supposed to be noimal distribution. usins these three vahies- as followinss.
"Ordinary travel time" is the expected value of th6 distfibutiorq and the difference betwe"en
"shortesttravel time" and "longesttravel time" is 3 times of the standard deviation of the
distribution. Furthermore, the distribution of likelihood is also supposed to be normal
distribution. For the travel time information represented as "A min. + B min.", it is
supposed that "A" is the expected value and that "8" is 1.5 times of the standard deviation.

Table-2 shows the estimation results of the parameters of route choice behavioral models.
In this table, both models are disaggregate logit models which include expected value and
standard deviation of drivers' subiective travEl time distribution as exolahation variables.
In "Bayes model", Bayes' theoreir is used to represent change of drivers' knowledge of
travel time distribition, therefore, the explanation'variables arE supposed to be changEd as
shown in Eq.-6 and Eq.-7 when driveis get travel time infonir-ation. In "non-Bayes
model", thesd variables aie supposed to be sime with provided travel time information. '

,t.*

Results of estimation of the route choice

meters t

constant
constant
initffi ---*-:rar_*--**--:i3i3"**--_
Irkelrhood ratio 0.1815 0.1945

lncome ls more than lu mrlllon yerl
I ifdistance to the nearest interchange is riror6 than 6 kr4 0 otherwise.

From these estimation results, it is known that likelihood ratio and hit ratio, which indicate
the goodness of fit of the proposed models, are almost same values in both models. Non-
Bayes model has a fitting a little better than Bayes model. Comparing the estimated
parameters, the parameter of standard deviation of drivers' subjective travel time
distribution in Bayes model is larger than that in non-Bayes model. This result shows that
the Bayes model represents more sensitively the inlluence of accuracy of the provided
travel fime information. Therefore, it is known that using Bayes' thebrem to iepresent
change of the drivers' knowledge of travel time distribution is effrcient to represent their
route choice behaviors, especially to represent the influence of accuracy of the provided
information.

at!
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6.4. Sensitivity Analyses of the Influences of Accuracy of the Information to the Route

Choice Behavior of Drivers

In this section, the influence of accuracy of the travel time information to route choice

6if,""i"i-Jii,? a-iiueiiii ialyzedusing foute choice model shown above.

Fie.-4 shows the differences of the choice ratios of each route ca9sgg by the accuracy of
ii8;d;;;e;;i^ii;;lir6i,i,riii"ii 6"rea on it" "Bayes model" sliown in rabte-Z.

ffi#;l'H;;[&;;ffi;diiiiiJiii:iJ tir" ofiach route is fixed to 40 minutes. rravel

til;-i;i"-r*;iion ltpioriaiAlir the all routes and indicated travel times are "30 min." for

;ilffiil;'ffia;+o firin.;ioi;h;;;i,t" t*a-J. tnererore, if the choice ratio of route I is
il;;;. it ir "oriia.r"dt;h;;; ultraviorJ are larg6ly influenced b.v th9 provided

informati6n. Income dummy and distance to interchange dummy are tlxed to tne average

numbers of all drivers.

IH,XlTi:lme'#t,[?.,T*:'f; i[|]i#[T:dg;iffi l,l,'TlfrSlilt[f ":,"'d]fi,11:]i!
;h;;; ffi -ir,i irir"ii' i"i;fii", 

"T 
tht Jtanaara f eviatioi of travel.time is I 0 minutes.

fr8.6i;h;;J i[. ."* tfr[i-t[Jiriu..r' percepti;n of the standard deviation of travel time

is 15 minutes.
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Fis.-5 shows the results of the same analvses in case that the indicated travel times are "30
min." for the route I and "50 min." for the route 2 and 3. Drivers' knowledge of ordinary
travel time of each route and its standard deviation before providing information is set as

same as the case ofFig.4.

From these figures, it is known that drivers' route choice ratio is cause by the accuracy of
the provided'inforination. In additioq it is caused by the drivers' orin knowledg6 of
trav6l times and their standard deviations. Moreover, it is known that too accurate
information (error level is too small) will not increase the choice ratio of the route l, whic}
is the route ihat the information indicates travel time is shorter than other routes. This
result accords with the result in Section 5.2, which shows the drivers' reliability to the
information becomes highest in case that the error level is 15 to 20 Yo, not in case it is less
than l0 Yo.

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the relationship between the accuracy of travel time information and the
drivers' route choice behavior is observed.

Firstly, present situation of accuracy of travel time information on inter-city expressways is
invesiigated. Supposing that such actual situation of accuracy causes drivers' knowledge
of accrlracv of th;'info;nation the accuracv of present travei time information is notin
enough quitity to influence drivers' route clioice'behavior, when traffrc situation is heavy
congestecl. Therefore, the necessity to ensure the accuracy of travel time information
should be highlighted.

Secondly, modeling method of the relationship between accuracy of travel time
informafibn and dr"ivers' route choice behavior'is established. Orie is disaggregate
behavioral model that includes the parameter to represent the drivers' reliability to the
information. Another one is disaggregate behavioral model that includes the
representation of change of the drivers' knowledge of travel time distribution using Bayes'
theorem. These models are applied to the stated preference data of route choice behavior.

The results of the estimation of the model parameters show that the proposed choice model
represents more sensitively the influence of accuracy of the provided travel time
information. Therefore, it is known that using Bayes' theorem is effrcient to represent
change of the drivers' knowledge of travel time distribution on route choice behaviors,
espec-ially to represent the influe-nce of accuracy of the provided information. Moreover,
thioughout the sensitivity analyses, it is known that too accurate information will not
increase the choice ratio of the route that the information indicates travel time is shorter
than other routes.

In this oaoer. all of the subiective distributions of travel times are suDDosed to be normal
distribuii<jns.' However, if is considered that drivers' actual knowfedge of travel time
distribution is not only in normal distribution but also in other various types of distribution.
Therefore, in future siudy, it is necessary to discuss the influence of the difference of travel
time distribution by individuals to the choice behavior. Furthermore, it is necessary to
discuss the method to identi$ the distribution of drivers' knowledge of travel time.
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